We present a QoS management framework that enables us to quantitatively measure QoS, and 
Introduction
Quality of Service (QoS) control is receiving widespread attention in commercial markets as well as computer network and real-time multimedia system research. Typically, service characteristics in existing multimedia and networked systems are fixed when systems are built, therefore they often do not give users any real influence over the QoS they can obtain. On the other hand, multimedia applications and their users can differ enormously in their requirements for service quality and the resources available to them at the This research was supported in part by the DARPA under agreements E30602-97-2-0287 and N66001-97-C-8527. time of application use. Therefore, there is an increasing need for customizable services that can be tailored for the end users' specific requirements.
In the meantime, new and improved systems such as the one proposed by the Amaranth project at Carnegie Mellon University [1] are placing more and more complex demands on the quality of service that are reflected in multiple criteria over multiple quality dimensions. These QoS requirements can be objective in some aspects and subjective in others. Moreover, because of the manifold and subjective nature of user quality demands, it is very hard to measure whether the provided quality fulfills the stated demands without guidance and input from end clients.
One issue is QoS Tradeoffs where a user of an application might want to emphasize certain aspects of quality, but not necessarily others. Users might tolerate different levels of service, or could be satisfied with different quality combination choices, but the available system resources might only be able to accommodate some choices but not others. In situations where a user is able to identify a number of desirable qualities and rate them, the system should be able to reconcile these different demands to maximize the user's preference and to make the most effective use of the system. So it is important for a system to provide a large variety of service qualities and to accommodate specific user quality requirements and delivery as good service as it can from the users' perspective.
An issue related to QoS Tradeoff is Resource Tradeoff. In this case, the tradeoff refers to reconciling or balancing competing resource demands. Resource Tradeoff is often transparent to the user but can be of great help in accommodating user requirements including QoS Tradeoff, especially when the availability of several different resources is not balanced. It arises when an application is able to use an excess of one resource, say CPU power, to lower its demands on another, say network bandwidth, while maintaining the same level of QoS. For example, video conferencing systems often use compression schemes that are effective, but computationally intensive, to trade CPU time for network bandwidth. If the bandwidth is congested on some intermediate links (which is often the case), this benefits the system as a whole. In the case of a mobile client with limited CPU and memory capacity but sufficient link speed with a nearby intermediate powerful server, computationally expensive speech recognition, silence detection and cancellation, and video compression could be carried out on the nearby server. For proxy servers which act as transcoders/transceivers besides caching data, the proxy servers can distill data for low bandwidth clients (when both server and client have fast CPU, memory and disk bandwidth, but the network link speed in between is limited).
Related Work
Research on Quality of Service for multimedia applications has gained significant momentum over the last few years. Much research has been being conducted on the end-system or end-to-end architectures for QoS support [11, 5, 16, 14] , and much more work has been conducted on link, network and transport layer ( [28] , for instance).
Most of this research has been focused on low-level system mechanisms. The authors consider parameters such as period, buffer size, jitter, bandwidth and so on. No doubt these are important issues and factors for QoS control, but they are hardly tangible for the ultimate end-users who experience the resulting QoS.
Research on adaptive QoS control (e.g. [20] ) brings us a step closer to the QoS support from a user's perspective by providing a mechanism in an application to accommodate potential dynamic changes in the operating environment. But these mechanisms are still mainly system-oriented in that a user has limited influence over the quality of the service to be delivered or adapted.
In coping with the shortage of QoS support from an enduser point of view, we proposed a basic framework [15, 17, 23] that enables the end users to give guidance on the qualities they care about and the tradeoffs they are willing to make under potential resource constraints. Working from the user's perspective and maximizing the user perceived quality or utility has also been addressed in [13, 3, 4] . In [13] , a user-centric approach is taken, where a user's preferences are considered for application runtime behavior control and resource allocation planning. Example preferences include statements that a video-phone call should pause a movie unless it's being recorded and that video should be degraded before audio when all desired resources are not available. These are useful hints for high-level QoS control and resource planning, but are inadequate for quantitatively measuring QoS, or analytically planning and allocating resources.
The notion of using utility functions to represent varying satisfaction with QoS changes is certainly not new. Jensen et al. [12] and Locke [18] are perhaps among the first to study "value functions" to represent the benefit of different completion times of a task. Their value function model is a utility function along the latency quality dimension of real-time tasks. Our model can be viewed as extending this notion to include quality dimensions other than timeliness. Another utility model for QoS control is used in [3] . The authors propose a mechanism for QoS (re-)negotiation as a way to ensure graceful degradation. The authors suggest that a user should be able to express, in his/her service requests, the spectrum of QoS levels the user can accept from the provider, as well as the perceived utility of receiving service at each of these levels. But the authors did not address the resource tradeoff problem. Also, no specification method and mechanism is provided to facilitate utility data acquisition. Interesting research is being conducted in [4] , where the authors present a framework for the construction of network-aware applications. The basic idea is to allow an application to adapt to its network environment, e.g. by trading off the volume (and with it the quality) of the data to be transfered and the time needed for the transfer. Their mechanism coincides with one of our schemes for implementing the resource tradeoff (r j = i q). The model defined in [17] can be considered a generalization of [4] .
Problem Taxonomy and Modeling

Quality Dimensions
Consider a video-conferencing system which deals with real-time audio and video data streams being encrypted and transmitted across potentially unreliable networks. In this context, we consider the following example quality dimensions with their corresponding dimensional space ordered from worst to best:
Cryptographic Security (encryption key-length) With this many quality points it would be completely out of the question to have the user specify the quality on a pointby-point basis. Therefore a pragmatic scheme is needed to address the issue.
Problem Taxonomy
We assume that multiple applications similar to the one described in the previous subsection can co-exist in a system. Bearing in mind that discrete choices are available along each QoS dimension, we classify our problem based on resources and QoS dimensions as follows: Since SRMD is a superset of SRSD, and MRMD a superset of MRSD, SRMD and MRMD can be treated directly. In this paper, we focus only on SRMD. The reason for addressing SRMD is that we could develop efficient schemes that might not be easily achievable for MRMD. The schemes we have for SRMD readily lead us to a QoS-driven single resource allocation when only a single resource is of concern (either it is the only resource under consideration, or it is relatively more scarce and other resources are abundant). For instance, these schemes can be used for QoS-driven disk, memory, network bandwidth as well as for processor scheduling.
Problem Formulation
Consider a system with multiple independent applications and multiple resources. Each application, with its own quality-of-service requirements, contends with others for finite system resources. Let the following be given 
Associated with each T i is an task profile, which consists of an application profile and a user profile. An Application profile comes from an application designer, while a user profile provides user-specific quality requirement associated with each session. For simplicity, we will not distinguish the two sources and use task profile from now on. We require that u i is non-decreasing and non-negative.
Resource Profile: a relation between R and Q i r j = i q which describes a list of potential resource allocation schemes to achieve each quality point q. Note that both R and Q i have partial orderings which j = i must respect. That is, if r 1 j = i q 1 , r 2 j = i q 2 , and r 1 r 2 , then we will have q 1 6 q 2 . This partial ordering is required to ensure that utility is non-decreasing with respect to resources. In other words, more resources should not lead to reduced quality (and thus utility), which is reasonable and natural.
It is important to note that we can only define a relation but not a function between Q i and R. For a given value of q, multiple resource allocation schemes could be used to achieve the same level of quality; likewise, for a given resource allocation, one could use the resource(s) to improve different QoS dimensions, which could yield different quality results. Furthermore, a user could specify its When the minimum requirements cannot be satisfied, the user of task T i might choose not to run T i at all. Alternatively we could let the user implicitly specify the q min i through utility functions by setting u i q = 0 for allmin i . We have yet to complete a user-interface study to decide whether this approach will compromise the simplicity of the user-interface. For now, we will use this QoS Constraint approach. For the overall system, with multiple applications possibly requiring multiple resources, we have the System Utility u : Q 1 Q n ! IR, which could be defined as: 
QoS Constraint
A
User Specification Interface
At the core of our QoS optimization system lies the QoS specification. First, it is important that we provide powerful and semantically rich QoS specifications that the system and the user can use for service optimization. Equally important we need to provide a user-friendly interface that facilitates specification acquisition.
The reason for the emphasis on QoS specification and interface design might not be obvious, but the reader should see the point shortly as the quality dimensions of typical multimedia systems, QoS tradeoff and resource tradeoff issues are presented. 2 Note that the algorithms or schemes presented in this paper are for the weighted sum where the weights are set to 1 for simplification to present the algorithms.
Application Utility and QoS Tradeoff
Application utility functions are conceptually easy to imagine but difficult to construct. As pointed out in Section 2.1, it is clearly infeasible to make the user specify the utility of every quality choice on a point-by-point basis. There are simply too many choices. Instead, one could make the user specify the utility of selected points and then interpolate in order to obtain the utility of the rest. This might work well in the one-quality dimension case, but in the multi-dimensional case one would need a dense set of selected points and therefore again need too many points.
While we would like a user to provide the service optimization system with the semantically rich service requirement specification so that the optimization module can best accommodate the user's request, we also want to ensure that methods and mechanisms are in place in the system that will facilitate the delivery of these specifications from the user. In other words, we want to develop a measure and merit scheme as well as a reasonably user-friendly interface that will pose less of a burden on the user without sacrificing the semantically rich capability of the specification interface. We therefore propose a QoS index model from which the dimension-wise quality utility functions are defined.
Quality Index
Certain quality dimensions, such as frame rate, have easily defined utility functions while others, such as picture format, audio sampling rate and end-to-end delay, are in non-numeric, non-uniform, or non-increasing order which require a quality to numeric mapping. Therefore the Quality Index is introduced, which maps qualities to indices in order of increasing quality.
Let us illustrate the concept of the Quality Index through an example. Considering a task T i with seven QoS dimen- 
Dimension-wise Utilities
When many quality dimensions are involved, it is often very difficult for a user to express quality preferences. Quality points in multi-dimensional cases do not have a complete ordering. The individual dimensions, however, do. Moreover, some common properties associated with dimensional quality utility are observed including: non-decreasing, often quasi-continuous and piecewise concave. Figure 1 depicts some typical utility function shapes. We therefore provide the user with the capability to specify dimension-wise quality utilities. As a result, the application utility can then be defined as a weighted sum of dimension-wise utilities. This creates an interesting issue regarding how weights are assigned. We currently use the AHP [25] model to cope with the problem, but a detailed discussion of this issue is beyond the scope of this paper. Given the Quality Index, a dimension-wise utility could be defined and hence the application utility. Again, the example task profile is presented in the next subsection to illustrate the possible structure of dimension-wise utility functions and application utility functions.
Example Dimensional & Application Utilities
Continuing with our example task T i , assume that T i is a remote surveillance system where video is much more important to the user than audio. Let's further assume that that SQCIF, gray-scale, low frame rate is fine for video, and there is no need for encryption. 
User Interface Consideration
If a user were to choose quality on a scale of 1 to 10 with some pre-determined quality choices preset by the system, the user-interface for specifying utility values can be relatively simple. A more flexible, but also more sophisticated, scheme is to have a set of parameterized utility curves available for each quality dimension, and to have the user pick the curves and instantiate appropriate parameters/coefficients. In our system, the instantiation is carried by letting the user graphically specify Satisfaction Knee Point parameters. For the exponential-decay used in the previous example u i3 q i3 = 1 , e aqi3+b , the user could specify the 50% and 95% levels. This is enough to uniquely determine a and b. 
Issues on Algorithm Choice & Methodology
Algorithm Design Issues -Solution Quality vs. Computational Complexity
As is shown in [17] the QoS management optimization problems are NP-hard. As a consequence, there are no optimal solution techniques other than a (possibly complete) enumeration of the solution space. On the other hand, QoS management calls for on-line solutions as the optimization module will ideally be at the heart of an admission control and adaptive QoS management system. Therefore the goal is to strike the right balance between solution quality and computational complexity.
For more than two decades, many researchers from the fields of mathematics, computer science and operations research have been working on the combinatorial optimization and solving NP-hard problems. Three approaches [2] [19] have been well studied and widely used:
Enumerative methods:
that are guaranteed to produce an optimal solution [7] [8];
Approximation schemes: that run in polynomial time [26] [9]; and Heuristic techniques:
(under the general heading of local search) that do not have an a priori guarantee in terms of solution quality or running time, but provide a robust approach to obtaining a high-quality solution to problems of a realistic size in reasonable time [2] .
An important attribute is the incremental and state-reuse property of a scheme, so as to avoid having to completely redo expensive computations to accommodate the dynamic arrival and departure of tasks. Also, we ensure that all algorithms should be formulated so that the search for an optimal solution can be terminated at any time while still reaching a feasible, but sub-optimal and hopefully good, solution. These two properties are essential for an algorithm to be used in an online (or near-online) environment.
We have developed a series of schemes that give an approximation, an approximation with a bound, and an exact solution, each with increased asymptotic computational complexity.
Resource-Utility Function Composition
Due to the multi-dimensional nature of quality of services, there is often no complete ordering among qualityof-service points, even for individual tasks. So some structural composition is required for those algorithms that call for mapping from resources to utility. Specifically, an R-U (Resource to Utility) function can be constructed for each task through a task profile.
Recall that given a resource allocation to a task, one could use the resource to improve different QoS dimensions, which could therefore lead to different utility values. But the most valued QoS point for each resource value can be picked, as intuitively, we certainly want to assign resources to those quality points with the highest utility value.
We therefore define a function g i : R ! IR, such that g i r = maxf u i q j r j = i q g
and define h i : R ! P Q i to retain the quality points associated with the utility value g i r:
h i r = f q 2 Q i j u i q = g i r^r j = i q g (2) Then an R-U graph can be generated for each task, each of which would be a step function (perhaps with multiple level of steps).
SRMD Algorithms
An Approximation Scheme
By constructing the convex hull for each of g i (see Equation (1)) functions we get piece-wise linear relaxation functions g i , i = 1 : : : n . The gradients of g i can be used as a heuristic to allocate resources among these tasks 3 . Let
; : : : ; u iki r iki be the utility function g i 's discontinuity points in increasing r-order (therefore increasing u-order as well), and we will refer to it as the r-u-pair list. Denote by r c the current remaining resource capacity after certain resources have been allocated; s list i :t, s list i :r, s list i :u the task id, the associated r-value and u-value of the corresponding r-u-pair list; r i and u i are the resource allocated and corresponding utility for T i respectively. asrmd1n; C 1 ; : : : ; C n 1. for i = 1 to n do 2. u := u + u i 20. return q 1 ; : : : ; q n ; u Note that each q i provides a set of quality choices from which T i (its user, or session manager) could choose to make further QoS tradeoffs.
Notice that in the implementation, we actually replace "break" in line 16 with "continue" (i.e., let the loop continue when condition at step 11 does not hold). This means that after the optimal condition is violated, the residual capacity (r c ) will be greedily filled. The continuation can be thought of as a post-optimization process. The error bound property to be proved below holds for either case.
Let L = max n i=1 jC i j. After the procedure convex hull frontier log 2 n levels, each level has nL comparisons. Merging thus takes time OnL log n. Steps 8 through 16 require Ojs listj = OnL. Steps 17 through 19 take On. The total running time of the algorithm is thus OnL logn + OnL = OnL log n.
Denote by i the maximum utility difference between adjacent discontinuity points of C 0 i , i.e., the largest increase in utility for task T i on the convex hull frontier. Let = max n i=1 i . Denote by U opt the optimal utility and U srmd1 the approximation result obtained by algorithm asrmd1.
Proof Interested readers should see [17] .
Although asrmd1 is a polynomial approximation algorithm with a describable and potentially small error bound from the optimal result, the bound is not controllable. Section 5.2 presents another polynomial approximation scheme with a controllable error bound.
An Optimal Solution Scheme
Assume that the resources are always allocated and used in units of r max =P for some integer P . If, for example, P = 100 this would mean that allocation is in integer percentages. Under this assumption, we can characterize the structure of the optimal solution and recursively define its value as follows:
Denote by vi; p the maximum utility achievable when the first i tasks are considered with resource r The set of interesting p 0 values is in fact just all the (starting) discontinuity points of g i (see Equation (1)). Therefore vn; P will be the maximum utility achievable by allocating up to r max to the n tasks, i.e., the best allocation overall.
Based on Equation 3, the following algorithm srmd can be constructed through dynamic programming. Let
; : : : ; u iki r iki denote the utility function g i 's discontinuity points in increasing u-order, and qosi; p the list of QoS allocation choices for T 1 through T i towards vi; p. srmdn; P; C 1 ; : : : ; C n 1. for p = 0 to P do 2. j := j
13.
qosi; p : = qosi , 1; p , r ij concat h i r ij 14. vi; p : = u 15. return vn; P and qosn; P The result vn; P, the utility accrued when 100 of the resource is available, is optimal. Let L = max n i=1 jC i j. The time complexity of the algorithm is OnLP or OnP 2 , which is pseudo-polynomial.
One of the positive aspects of this scheme (also true for the corresponding MRMD scheme described in [17] ) is its incremental and state-reuse property in which when a new task arrives, previous results can be directly reused to avoid the expensive recomputation of the complete new task set. See [17] for detail discussion. The algorithm, with minor change, would be suitable to deal with the stability problem when a user prefers (or a policy requires) a relative stable quality. Note that the computation time of srmd increases as the granularity of resource allocation increases. For example, if the required resource allocation is in fractional units, say 0.1%, of the available, then r max needs to be increased to 1000. Nevertheless, for fixed values of resource granularity and a fixed number of quality levels, the computation time for srmd is polynomial in n, the number of tasks. We will see from our experimental results that srmd is a fairly efficient algorithm for finding the optimal solution for certain resource allocation granularities.
A Polynomial Scheme with Controllable Bound
The algorithm asrmd2 to be described will give an approximate quality and resource allocation which is guaranteed to have a maximum relative error, ", where 0 " 1 is a user-specified value. A relative error of " means that the utility U srmd2 found by the algorithm satisfies 1 , "U opt U srmd2 U opt where U opt is the optimal utility.
Before presenting asrmd2, let us define some data structures and operations to be used in the algorithm. All of utility function g i 's discontinuity points are listed in increasing u-order as C i = u i1 r i1
; : : : ; u iki r iki where , 0 0 is the first element, and referred to as r-u-pair lists. We also define the following operation for r-u-pair lists and r-u-pair elements. 
Given the above procedures, the bounded approximation scheme can be constructed as follows. For the sake of simplicity of the complexity analysis to be followed, we introduce some intermediate lists L ia , L ib and L i . Proof Interested readers could see [17] for detail.
Practical Performance Evaluation
In the previous section, we discussed the theoretical behavior of the SRMD algorithms. We will now examine their practical performance. We compare actual computation cost in terms of running time, and solution quality with respect to the optimum.
Comparative Evaluation of asrmd1 & srmd
Before we review the performance results on the complete set of ranges mentioned above, we present a simple example to illustrate the asrmd1 algorithm. Figure 3 depicts a set of simplified task profiles after the resource-utility structural composition is done (see Equation (1) and (2)). In this case, there are eight tasks, each with twenty different quality levels specified, and a total available resource of 100.
Plotted in Figure 4 are the approximation data points for each task after the convex hull frontier procedure is called in asrmd1. Table 1 both asrmd1 and srmd, and they happen to be exactly the same.
We now present a series of experiments conducted to compare the run-time efficiency and solution quality of asrmd1 relative to the optimal srmd algorithm. All experiments were conducted on a 300 MHz Pentium machine running RedHat Linux. The three main variables among the parameters we study are:
Number of tasks (num tasks: ranging from 8 to 1024).
Number of quality levels (ranging from 8 to 128).
Total available resources (r max : 10 2 to 10 6 units).
Note that the number of quality levels is specified in terms of utility value, which is less than or equal to the number of quality points. Figures 5 and 6 present the run-times of algorithms asrmd1 and srmd. Each figure contains three graphs. The first and third graphs plot the run-times (in ms) for algorithms asrmd1 and srmd respectively as the number of tasks in the system is increased. The second graph plots the solution quality of algorithm asrmd1 relative to the optimal solution obtained by srmd. Figure 5 has r max = 800 while Figure 6 has r max = 12800, each tested with various quality levels -16, 32, 64, or 128. Each workload in these experiments was generated 100 times, each with different task profiles so that we could examine the solution quality of approximation algorithms in a broad range of scenarios.
Notice how algorithm asrmd1 consistently runs about an order of magnitude faster than the exact algorithm srmd in Figures 5 and 6 . The difference approaches two orders of magnitude when the granularity of resource allocation is finer in Figures 5 and 6 . Notice further that the average solution quality for algorithm asrmd1 in the second graph of each figure stays above 99% for most cases. Since the plotted values are the average over 100 runs, the worst case obviously is lower. However, in general, it is easy to con- clude that the approximation algorithm asrmd1 exhibits excellent behavior in achieving near-optimal results within a small fraction of time needed to find the optimal solution.
Comparative Evaluation of asrmd1 & asrmd2
We conducted a second series of experiments to compare the performance of algorithms asrmd1 and asrmd2. To save time and space, the number of QoS options per task was held constant at 16 in each experiment, and " was chosen to be a constant 0.01 (i.e. the desired quality obtained by asrmd2 must be within 1% of the optimal solution).
The run-times 6 cases are shown). The first of two graphs in each figure plots the run-times of the three algorithms as the number of tasks is increased (to keep run-times feasible, the maximum number of tasks tested had to be significantly dropped). The second graph plots the solution qualities.
As discussed earlier, algorithm asrmd2 is very promising from a theoretical point of view: it always delivers a guaranteed solution quality in polynomial time. Unfortunately its actual running time, as shown in Figure 7 and 8, is up to two orders of magnitude of asrmd1. The solution quality graphs plot the solution quality of algorithms asrmd1 and asrmd2.
They show that asrmd1 is mostly within 1% of the optimal solution while asrmd2, which must always be within 1%, on the average yields a solution very close to the optimal solution. However, the difference in run-times is much too high for asrmd2, particularly when the solution quality obtained by asrmd1 is extremely good.
Based on the above two sets of experiments, we conclude that the asrmd1 algorithm using the convex hull frontier approach yields the biggest benefit for the limited computational time that it consumes. It is practically useful to note that in absolute terms, even with 128 tasks and 128 quality levels per task, asrmd1 yields a near-optimal result in about 20ms. The result is also within 0.5% of the optimal solution on the average. Such runtime can be used in practice in real-time systems to make near-optimal online QoS-based allocations.
Conclusion
We have proposed a translucent 5 QoS management framework [15] [23] for QoS optimization in systems that must satisfy application needs along multiple dimensions The architecture consists of a semantically rich (in terms of customizability and expressiveness) QoS specification interface for multi-dimensional QoS provisioning, a qualityof-service index model to help the user make quality tradeoff decision, and a unified QoS-based admission control and resource planning system. Our QoS specification allows applications and users to put values on the different levels of service that the system can provide. When "value" is taken literally, this means that our model is able to facilitate market-efficient resource distribution.
We presented and compared one exact and two nearoptimal algorithms with one yielding a solution within a bounded distance from the optimal solution and another yielding a solution within a user-specified distance from the optimal solution. Detailed evaluations of the run-times of the three algorithms and their solution qualities shows that the first near-optimal algorithm performs very close to the optimal solution. It also has very practical run-times that it can even be used on-line.
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